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Abstract
Power Quality measures the reliable operation between the system and to the connected loads of
same system. A poor power quality causes physical damage to the equipment and also results in
lower productivity with increase in energy costs. Power disturbances range from micro seconds to
hours and the prolonged disturbances in hours would damage the equipments. The power quality
decreases due to growth of nonlinear loads in domestic appliances, such as home Uninterrupted
Power Supplies (UPS), Induction stove, Television etc. Nowadays Domestic loads are controlled or
powered with power electronic devices. The power electronic devices with Direct Current (DC)
components generate high frequency signal for DC-Alternating Current (AC) conversion. The conversion introduces multiple frequencies in the AC power supply. The multiple frequencies in AC
power supply are called as harmonics. The harmonics in AC supply affects the lifetime of home appliances, consumes more electric current, affects the power factor, transformer efficiency, and
other electricity supply systems. Till now, to avoid harmonics, the filters are erected only in industrial loads or in the substations. In this paper a novel method to detect and control harmonics
in domestic appliances is proposed. Harmonic control with various filters in the filter bank, based
on detection of harmonic voltage let out from the domestic appliances for power saving. To select
the appropriate filter to improve power quality, we apply a novel Genetic Algorithm based Linear
Regression Method (GLRM) algorithm for optimum Filter Selection. From the results we were able
to reduce the total harmonic distortion level to 3.68%.The current consumption of each household
appliance is reduced considerably and finally the electricity bill is reduced to 15% and overall
system efficiency improves to 85%.
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1. Introduction
The electrical power system operates at a particular frequency called the fundamental frequency which will be
50 Hz or 60 Hz. Fundamental operating frequency integers multiple forms electrical harmonics. The harmonics
generate from any nonlinear loads. The nonlinear loads such as personal computers, Light Emitting Diode Tele
Vision (LED TV), electronic ballasts, home UPS etc. generate more harmonics in residential areas [1]. Various
domestic load generates harmonics in large, in day today life. The generated harmonics should be monitored and
analysed for the current consumption of the loads. However, recent survey states that a minimum of ten electronic gadgets in use at home. These gadgets will pollute the power supply due to nonlinear characteristics. The
pollution in supply forms the profile of pulses. Pulse current analysis would be difficult rather than a sine wave
on power systems. The pulsed current drawn can be periodic but may be symmetric or asymmetric. In symmetrical wave positive portion of signal looks similar to the negative half, whereas vice versa for asymmetric signals. In symmetric current waveform consists of odd harmonics wherein asymmetrical waveform contains both
odd and even harmonics. The symmetrical and asymmetrical current waveforms avail practically in all domestic
loads. The asymmetric harmonic current generates harmonics in the voltage due to the impedance between
source and load. The generated harmonic voltage cumulates along with the source voltage and ultimately voltage distortion occurs. The distortion voltage magnitude relies based on source impedance and harmonic voltages
[2]. The source impedance always proportion with nonlinear loads and due hence harmonic voltage increase in
power systems. The harmonic voltage and current leads to various problems in domestic appliances such as
heating, equipment malfunction, failure, communication interference, process problems etc.
Harmonic distortion increases in day today life due to increase in usage of electronic gadgets in the form of
nonlinear loads for long hours. Till now and then, the electronic gadgets in domestic appliances generated harmonics in the power supply considered to be negligible. Nowadays long hour usage of nonlinear electronic
gadgets becomes a major source of harmonics in the supply voltage.
The problem related to injection of harmonics from the home appliances is calculated and studied in a form of
survey taken from a group of apartments of more than 450 houses. From the survey we found that harmonics
generated at home cannot be considered as negligible amount of harmonics since the growth of harmonic is
rapid.
In this paper a novel method to suppress harmonics is implemented in household application with different
filters. The selection of filters is based on continuous monitoring of harmonic data and GLRM algorithm for decision making.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses on the related work considering the harmonic data analysis. Section 3 introduces the methodology followed in the proposed method. Section 8 discusses on results and interferences based on the proposed method. Finally Section 9 briefs the conclusion drawn
from the harmonic order analysis.

2. Related Work
The harmonics generated from domestic loads need to be taken care for undistorted supply. Moreover, the harmonics should be filtered at the generation point so that the cumulating of harmonic effects in the supply can be
reduced enormously; still many filters are designed for the harmonic reduction. The elimination of cumulative
effect of harmonics from different houses tried nearer to the service transformer [3]. The harmonic reduction
always done with filters. Often the researchers develop the filters to control only the troublesome harmonic
voltages instead of controlling all the harmonic levels. Harmonic voltage control in industrial environment takes
place only for the triple order harmonic voltages [4]. The voltage controlled harmonic filter, depends on the nature of load. The load plays a vital role for the efficient filtering along with variation in parameters [5]. The filters classify as active and passive filters. The active filters can effectively perform in controlling the harmonics
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in large distribution systems [6]. The active filters can generate sub harmonics which leads to power quality issues. However the errection of active filter in the distribution system done based on energy audit. The harmonic
voltage affects all electronic gadgets and instruments. The harmonic voltage creates noise in all communication
devices due to electromagnetic interference property. The electromagnetic interference in communication devices such as landline phones, walkie talkie, becomes a common problem for the human being in the areas
where more harmonics are generated [7]. Harmonic voltage analysis in industrial environment is done for various distributions and loads. Harmonic voltage analysis can be utilised for the transformer fault detections [8].
Similarly for all other device’s faults can also be analysed with harmonic voltage. However the harmonic injection from the domestic loads and their influences in the distortion of power supply becomes vital in the forth
coming years, [9]. All the active filter designs made based on the grid point of view and various loads, not providing much importance to local mitigation of harmonics [10]. The notch filter eliminates the harmonics for only
static load [11]. The harmonic analysis for large scale residential power networks based on out of sequence
measurements for designing the filter plays a major role due to increase of nonlinear loads in domestic appliances [12]. The various techniques are developed for harmonic measurement. The Harmonic prediction in the
point of common coupling between a transmission network and the utility network leads to a complicated modelling of phasor model [13]. The other method to measure harmonics can be based on impedance on the network
as well as harmonic current measurement [14].
Till now and then the harmonic analysis is calculated for the industrial environment based on the loads present in that location. For those loads active filters are erected to reduce harmonics. Harmonic analysis and reduction is given much importance in various fields such as renewable energy, electrical transmission systems
[15]. However there is a need to evaluate harmonic injection from domestic loads under different running conditions such as day, night hours, various loads such as mixer, microwave oven, electronic ballasts etc. The effect
of harmonic injection from domestic load increases day by day also to be calculated. The different combination
of domestic loads and their harmonic generations needs calculation. Finally keeping the above constrains, an efficient filter has to be designed and evaluated for power quality. Till now the filters, normally fixed near to the
service transformer. The filter at the distribution transformer can only eliminate particular harmonic based on
approximation from energy audited results. The filter at the distribution transformer perform efficiently only for
industrial loads. The industrial loads running hours are predominantly known, so the harmonic calculation is
easy and predictable whereas the cumulative harmonics from different houses makes the prediction of harmonic
levels difficult. However, for the industrial loads the loads and the running hours are known well and whereas
for domestic loads running hours for each loads varies as wells the no of loads increases [16].
Harmonic analysis and related design of filter bank is even proposed to be implemented in roll mill applications with an optimal design [17]. To select the appropriate filter for the harmonic mitigation is done based on
the genetic algorithm for better accuracy [18]. Other decision making algorithms are also present such as fuzzy
logic which involves algorithm of making constraint based fuzzy rules [19]. Decision making logic becomes tedious when it is involved with the data and the harmonic order as discussed earlier [20]. An FFT based algorithm is used to extract the harmonics while using a specific combination of load. Even iron losses in induction
motors also can be analysed based on the harmonic data [21].
In this paper, we propose for the different combination of domestic loads and their load characteristics effect
of harmonics are calculated and filtered with appropriate filters based on loads and harmonics. The next section
introduces a method of analysing the harmonics due to nonlinear loads from a household and a way of mitigating them from the roots.

3. Real Time Evaluation of Harmonic Generation in Residential Apartments
The study of harmonic generation for the proposed method is evaluated in a residential area of about 572 houses
in four blocks of Kendriya Vihar residential apartment located at Avadi, Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India. From the
survey, an average of each house in the block has one inverter, two stabilizers for LED TV and refrigerator, an
average of three to five chargers for laptops, one UPS system for personal computer, iPad, mobiles, laptops;
routers etc. Estimation of power quality analysis made in the blocks which consists of 128 houses in each block,
connected with 500 KVA distribution transformer. The residential apartment where the harmonic monitoring
conducted is shown in Figure 1. The harmonics generated from each household appliance are calculated based
on the usage of each power electronic devices such as adapters, UPS etc. The harmonics generated from 128
houses is an average of Total Harmonic Distortion (THD). The statistics are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Residential area under consideration for harmonic analysis.
Table 1. Harmonics percentage injected by an individual home.
Sl.no.

Appliance

Quantity

% THDi

1.

Fridge

1

61.8

2.

LED TV

1

72

3.

Fan Regulator

3

67.5

4.

CFL

5

55

5.

laptop

1

83

Total Current Harmonics from an average home

340%

However the power quality can be controlled in the individual houses with filter banks based on the measurement of harmonic level and usage time of devices, whereas in industrial loads, active filters provides a good
mitigation for harmonics due to the well defined loads, whereas for domestic loads, the harmonic separation is a
challenging task due to non-defined loads. From the real time evaluation of harmonics in the apartment, we
identified that the generation of harmonics in distributed individual houses is low when compared with industrial
loads; the cumulative harmonic generation of houses in the apartments increases the harmonic level and affects
the power supply system and also other parallel connected loads.

4. Implementation of Harmonic Detection and Reduction
From 128 houses connected with a 500 KVA transformer, the measured harmonic analysis shows that an average of 340% current harmonics is injected to the electric supply system from an average individual house. From
the measurements, the result shows the importance of implementing a local filter in individual houses to mitigate
the harmonics.
From the set of harmonic frequency data collected in real time environment from different combination of
household appliances gives an idea to design various filters based on THD. To mitigate a particular order harmonic created by a specific combination of load, a suitable filter from a filter bank is selected according to the
harmonic content based on GLRM algorithm. However in this paper, we propose a novel decision making algorithm for the selection of filters as shown in Figure 2. The proposed filter connected to the secondary feeder to
control harmonics generated from domestic loads.
To control the harmonics in real time, the most important factor is understanding the current drawn by the
nonlinear loads during individual and combined operation. After measurement of current, those currents are
analysed in such a way that the predominant harmonics are identified by using a fast Fourier transform technique and a corresponding filter has been designed by using threshold values obtained from the analysis. The
genetic algorithm is used for decision making in appropriate filter selection. Genetic algorithm property of constrained optimization based on natural selection of harmonic equation relating voltage and harmonic order in
accordance with the dominant harmonic order present.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the proposed filter.

5. Harmonic Order Detection with GLRM Algorithm
From the practically measured data, different voltage level for different loads with the same harmonic order is
analysed and the algorithm is formulated based on these analysis. For example for the different combination of
load such as lamb-mixer, mixer-Microwave oven etc, the second harmonic voltages are tabulated as shown in
Table 2. The tabulated values are used to formulate the algorithm based on linear regression.
The simple linear regression is with a set of “n” variables, in accordance with a trial to fit the values to a
straight line. A single variable can be chosen as the parameter to predict the outcome.
Let “h” be the harmonic order and “v” be the measured harmonic voltage. An attempt is made to relate both
parameters by using simple linear regression method. Here V takes different harmonic voltages which is specified in a sample set. The sample set is as shown in Table 2.
The objective function of a straight line with a slope “m” and y-intercept “c” is as follows.
=
Q

) ∑ ( hi − c − mvi )
∑ ( hi − hˆ=
n

2

n

2

(1)

=i 1 =i 1

Then, Q will be minimized at the value of m & c for which

∂Q
∂Q
=0
=0 &
∂m
∂c
n
n
∂Q n


= ∑ −2 ( hi − c − mvi ) = 2  nc + m∑ vi − ∑ hi  = 0
c i1
∂=
 =i 1 =i 1 

(2)
(3)

Dividing the above equation by 2 and solving for “c”
c= h − mv
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Table 2. Second order harmonic voltages for different loads.
SECOND ORDER HARMONICS
Load

VOLTAGE

1

0.01

2

0.13

3

0.28

4

0.38

5

0.74

This means that the y intercept “c” is set in such a way that the line must go through the mean of v & h.
In other words this becomes the centre of data cloud. The second of minimizing the “Q” function is
n
∂Q n
= ∑ −2vi ( hi − c − mvi ) = 0 = ∑ −2 vi hi − cvi − mvi2 = 0
∂m i 1 =i 1
=

(

)

(5)

Substituting the value of “c” in the above equation
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To modify the harmonic voltage equation a probability based convolution is addressed. The convolution involves harmonic voltage and order.
m=

Cov ( v, h )

(11)

var ( v )

The variance clearly shows the error in the measurement of harmonic voltages for the same harmonic order.
ssv =
( n − 1) var ( v ) =−
∑ v2 =
∑ ( vi v 2 )
n

i =1
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=
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n
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The co-relation co-efficient can be calculated by using the following equation.
=
r2

(

()

)

2
Var hˆ
( h ) − Var h − hˆ
m 2 Var ( v )
( Cov ( v, h ) ) r 2 Var
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=
=
= =
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(16)

The correlation coefficient “r”, the regression slope “m” and the standard deviations of v & h is related as
r=m

sv
sh

(17)

m=r

sh
sv

(18)

Also

Here “r” is the sample correlation coefficient. As this value nears to one the best result occurs. The genetic
algorithm can be formulated by monitoring the value of “r”. The formulated equation with a sample measured
value of second harmonics for different load is as shown below.

h 5.4979v + 1.2789
=

(19)

The corresponding correlation coefficient is 0.96.
As soon as the voltage information is received while using a particular combination of load, it is been fed to
the equations of all the predominant harmonics and compares the value of “r” for these harmonic orders. The
selection of particular filter depends on the value of “r”, in such a way that the particular harmonic order filter
will be selected in accordance with the filter equation which yields maximum value of “r”, since it satisfies best
to the equation. The genetic algorithm plays a major role in selecting the parent equation for a particular measured value of voltage.
The selection of filter is based on genetic linear regression model algorithm. The GLRM algorithm takes the
different “r” value obtained from various regression equation. The regression equations form from different
combination of loads and harmonic voltages. For example, if one load is in on condition, the harmonics generated from the load given as input for regression analysis to estimate the severity of the harmonics among the
third, fifth and seventh levels. After identifying the severity, genetic algorithm suggest the priority of the filters
whether to suppress third, fifth or seventh harmonics. The selection of harmonic order equations will keep on
changing till an optimum solution of obtained. Once the best value of “r” is obtained from an offspring harmonic order equation, the harmonic voltage is substituted in the equation and the particular harmonic order is found.
According to the harmonic order the filters are switched by using a filter switching circuit. A filter switching
circuit consists of switches which respond to the command of the controller to switch to the necessary filter.

6. The Psuedo Code for GLRM Based Algorithm
The linear regression method, a set of equations can be formed for different harmonic orders in terms of harmonic level voltages. The formulated equations consider as the members of population in GLRM algorithm.
Genetic algorithm normally uses the principle of selection and evaluation to generate numerous solutions to a
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specified problem. In the algorithm, parents are selected according to the expected solution to get best performing offspring. Genetic Algorithm is one of the powerful tools to produce high quality solutions in any search
space. In this tool the individuals are selected based on their fitness to perform a particular task. The paper explains of tuning a harmonic equation by the process of selection and evolution in such a way that the maximum
value of regression correlation coefficient is obtained. By using the mutation process, the harmonic equation is
fine tuned to achieve maximum value of “r”.
The most common algorithm called Roulette Wheel selection is chosen to perform the selection of exact harmonic order equation. In Roulette wheel Selection the harmonic order equations are given a probability of being
selected which is proportional to their fitness to perform the specified task which is getting an optimum harmonic equation with “r” value close to one. The pseudo coding for the algorithm is as follows.
For all harmonic order equations in the population
Sum+= fitness of this equation
End for
For all harmonic order equations of the population
Probability=Sum of probability + (fitness/sum)
Sum of probabilities += probability
End for
Loop until new population is full
Do this twice
Number= random between 0 and 1
For all harmonic order equations
If number>probability but less than the succeeding probability
Then particular harmonic order equation is selected.
End for
End
Create offspring
End loop
A block diagram on the above mentioned algorithm is given in Figure 3 for better understanding of the above
pseudo code.

Figure 3. Block diagram representation of pseudo code.
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In real time implementation, the MSP430 controller is used for implementing the GLRM algorithm for evaluating the order of harmonics and voltage by means of FFT and harmonic voltage with regression equation. It is
mainly a mixed signal microcontroller which is apt to analyse the signals from household appliances, since most
of the signals are of mixed nature.
The following section shows the design aspects of the filter involved in the filter bank to eliminate the prominent harmonics in real time environment.

7. Design Calculation of Filter for Different Harmonic Orders
The design of filter bank is done based on the threshold values obtained from current drawn by the particular
load combination considered which is tabulated in Table 3. The filter bank contains three different filters for the
elimination of 3rd, 5th and 7th order harmonics. Each filter is a band pass filter whose output will be the particular
harmonic order that is 3rd, 5th or 7th according to the predominant harmonic order in the current drawn by the
particular load. For example Table 3 gives the value of harmonic currents in a real time situation when induction motor of 750 W and lamp load in running condition. When a lamp load is switched on, the fundamental
component of current is increased to the scaled value 4505. Once motor is in on condition along with lamp and
there is an increase in the threshold value to 4120 and as well as 5th harmonics is been introduced with a value
32.17. The lamp load alone introduces a 3rd order harmonics to the source current as observed by the value 17.96.
Considering this analysis, the filter bank is designed to eliminate the particular dominant harmonics when a single load or a combination of different residential loads are switched-on. The first case in Table 3 is a stray voltage, which is denoted as load 1. The second, third, and forth load are lamp load, lamp load with grinder and
lamb acting with mixer respectively. A prototype of the set up which is designed and developed in a laboratory
environment is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The prototype of the proposed filter.
Table 3. Filter coefficients for each dynamic load.
Filter Coefficients (8)
Load
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

2.

1.8

1.4

0.7

0

0.7

1.4

1.8

2

4505

1.7

17.9

15.8

41.1

23.6

19.0

17

3

4120

2.1

2.3

2.6

32.1

4.4

6.9

14

4

4108

9.8

15.4

18.1

5.2

24.6

20.9

7.2
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Third Order Harmonic Filter (Filter 1)

A band pass filter is designed to acquire the third harmonic frequency from the current drawn by a combination
of Microwave oven, Mixer, Induction stove and lamp. The mathematical equations used in designing a filter
based on different harmonic order are given as follows. Fix the lower cut off (f1) and higher cut off frequency (f2)
value according to the harmonic order and design the value of inductor and capacitor by using the following
equations.

L13 =

K
π ( f 3 h − f 3l )

(20)

f 3 h − f 3l
4πKf3h f3l

(21)

C13 =

L23 = C13 K 2

C23 =

(22)

L13
K2

(23)

f: Harmonic frequency
L: Value of Inductor
C: Value of Capacitor
K: Filter Constant in Ohms
A band pass T-filter will have a similar structure as shown in Figure 5.
Similarly 5th harmonic and 7th harmonic filters can be designed by implementing the above mentioned equations with the required frequencies.
Table 4 shows the designed value of inductor for a particular value of capacitor and a harmonic order.
In the following section the current drawn by home appliances has been analysed and the filtered output is
analysed to find the effectiveness of the filter.

Figure 5. Circuit diagram of a band pass filter.
Table 4. Band pass filter parameters.
SOURCE : 230V, 50Hz
Sl.No

rd

Component

3 Harmonic

5th Harmonic

7th Harmonic

1.

Filter Constant K(Ω)

500

500

500

2.

C1 (µF)

2.06

0.419

0.18

3.

C2 (µF)

6.36

6.36

6.36

4.

L1 (mH)

1590

1590

1590

5.

L2 (mH)

516

104

0.045
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8. Results & Discussion

Figure 5 shows a scaled value of current drawn by a combination of Microwave oven, induction stove, mixer
and a lamb load. Due to the presence of 3rd, 4th and 5th harmonics, the current drawn from the supply is highly
distorted. The total harmonic distortion (THD) is calculated to 63.67% from the graph shown in Figure 6.
An FFT spectrum of the nonlinear current is shown in Figure 6. From the FFT spectrum analysis it is clear
that the odd harmonics are prominent in the load current. The third harmonic is having a value of 0.66 and the
fifth harmonic a value of 0.62 as shown in Figure 7. The third harmonic frequency and fifth harmonic magnitude seems to be one third of the magnitude of the fundamental supply current, which will distort the ideal sinusoidal supply to a large extent, resulting a THD of 63.67%. Figure 7 shows that at 150.06 Hz the scaled value of
harmonic current magnitude is 0.66 and similarly at 249.99 Hz the value is 0.62. The third harmonic is generated mainly due the electric motor used in the mixer and the main source of fifth harmonics is the electronic
ballast used in the lamb load. Figure 8 shows the bar diagram of the above analysis, plotting the magnitude of
harmonic current against the harmonic order.
A third order harmonic will lead to a zero sequence current which will in turn cause neutral conductor heating.
A fifth orders harmonic will cause pulsating torque in motors and which is an adverse effect as far as home appliances like mixer and grinders are concerned. This pulsating torques will decrease the lifetime of many residential types of equipment.
When a combination of load which shows predominant third harmonic frequency is in operation, then the filter1 will act from the filter bank. In the next second a combination of house hold appliance which insert a 7th
harmonic is connected to the supply system, then filter 3 will be acting with an immediate switch over.
The particular order filter selected from the filter bank is connected at the point of common coupling between
the source and the load. Figure 9 shows the compensated source current after connecting the filter. The total

Figure 6. Nonlinear current drawn from combination of microwave, mixer, induction stove and lamp.

Figure 7. Harmonic order and current magnitude of the combinational load-microwave oven, mixer, induction
stove and ballast.
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Figure 8. Bar diagram of the combinational load of microwave oven, mixer, induction stove and ballast.

Figure 9. Current drawn from combinational load of microwave oven, mixer, induction stove and ballast after
compensation.

harmonic distortion is now reduced to 3.68% from 63.67%. It shows 60% reduction in THD, which shows the
effectiveness of the filter.
Figure 9 shows the compensated source current from current sensor after the filter is been acted. It can be
observed that the wave form is almost free of distortion.
The FFT spectrum after compensation with GLRM algorithm is shown in Figure 10 gives the effectiveness of
filtering with the proposed system.
Figure 10 shows that the third order harmonics is reduced to 1.052e−008, the fifth harmonic and the seventh
harmonic component reduced to 1.837e−009, 2.214e−009 respectively and hence the total harmonic distortion is
reduced to 3.68%.The bar chart shown in Figure 11 helps to understand the harmonic order more clear. From
the spectrum it is clear that the third harmonic component is considerably reduced and now it will not have
much impact on the source current.
The algorithm seems to be effective from the analysis of reduction in current consumption when filter is connected. The current consumed by a microwave oven of 600 watts, is 2.6 A/hour without a filter while the current
consumption seems to be reduced by almost 39% with the filter. The current consumed by the load after connecting the filter is 1.59 A. Similarly, for 300 watts mixer current consumes around 1.4 A without a filter, while
it consumes 0.854 A with a filter. From these data it is proved that the filter is able to save an amount of power
30% when various loads are switched to the power system. A mixer without a filter consumes around 0.2576
kW in an hour. The same mixer draws 0.854 A with filter which means the power consumption is reduced to
0.1571 kW in an hour. This shows that there will be a 15% reduction in the electricity bill on a monthly basis.
Under an ideal condition of supply system a microwave oven will consume around 1.35 A per hour. The same
load under normal supply system draws 2.6 A per hour due to the presence of different harmonics. By imple-
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Figure 10. Harmonic order and current magnitude of the combinational load of microwave oven, mixer, induction
stove and ballast after compensation.

Figure 11. Bar diagram of the combinational load after compensation.

menting the proposed filter system, the current drawn by the same load is reduced to 1.59 A per hour, showing
that the current consumption is reduced by 1.01 A. Comparing with the ideal condition the overall system efficiency is improved to 85% from about 51.6%.

9. Conclusion
Power quality plays a major role in saving the life of equipments as well as in saving the power, hence the mitigation of harmonics is of at most importance. The proposed system is able to detect and reduce the harmonics
with different load running conditions and duration. The GLRM algorithm works well with detection of harmonics and in the optimal selection of filter for the corresponding harmonic order. In this paper a combinational
load of Microwave oven, induction stove, mixer, a lamb is connected to the supply system and the harmonic
analysis for those connected loads is performed. The predominant harmonic order is identified and mitigated by
using filter bank in combination with the proposed algorithm. The total harmonic distortion after filtering is observed to be 3.68% which is well within IEEE standards. The filter brings a power quality of an average of 85%
and reduction in billing of about 15%. Still the power quality can be increased when the obtained harmonic order and harmonic voltage for identifying the faults in the individual domestic loads. The same algorithm can be
modified to identify the faults in the machines with the knowledge of the harmonic order.
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